Greeting Delegates to the 2022 Annual Meeting
Letting your name stand as an elected member of the Regional Council from your community of
faith, and discerning for your church, is an important act of discipleship.
This is an exciting and important opportunity to be part of the wider church: To hear the
concerns and ideas of other communities of faith, to share scripture, music, mission and the
inner workings of the church. And, you will help set the direction for the Regional Council.
You will represent your community of faith and make decisions on behalf of the Regional
Council. Information received, discussion, discernment and the nudging of the holy spirit allow
us to make decisions that will better our Regional Council.
As the Regional Council has learned and grown in its role, the role of delegate needs to grow as
well. As representatives we ask that you be prepared to:
•
•
•
•
•

Attend the Annual Meeting of the Prairie to Pine Regional Council via Zoom on May 6&7,
2022.
Report back to your Community of Faith on actions/decisions of that meeting.
Act as contacts for the work of the Regional Council and report regularly to the
governing body of your Community of Faith.
Receive the Regional Newsletter and keep members of your Community of Faith up to
date with what is happening in the Regional Council.
Remain a member of the court of the Regional Council until the Community of Faith
elects your successor.

We are hoping to hold some special learning sessions during the 2022-23 year and wish to
engage representatives in an effort to help us grow together in our knowledge and
understanding of each other, our communities of faith, and the needs of our Regional Council.
We look forward to our upcoming Annual Gathering on Zoom and to getting to know each and
every one of you better.
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Pat Bird
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